
Alexei De Bronhe 

Alexei De Bronhe is the type of naturally giften person promoting underground indie filmmaking who embodies the perfect sense of the word 

“ action”. It’s inpossible to follow all his trendily defined activities. So far, being a 26-year old, he has already founded two labels – videolabel 

Byzond Pictures and a music one called Byzond records, created a music band Energy, gave birth to the new film genre “Cinemalism”, won 

several prizes for his short films and is already planning 3D arthouse cinema. But what is most important while dealing with him is to manage 

to separate the wheat from the chaff.  

 

 

 

 



 

Juniors cinemalism 

 

The twilight of the houser neighbouring the building of the Seventh Day Adventists Church is 

suddenly full of the soviet synthesizers and the sound of the electropunk, smashing the ears 

away. Alexei meets me in the sexy jeans shorts, makes me seat down on the chair before the 

screen and switches on “cinemalism”, the new genre he has created. According to the 

filmmaker cinemalism is something like the cinematic examination of the space with the 

deliberate avoiding of dramaturgy or symbolism. The image, living it own life. 

Lesha says that he’s already tired of explaining the meaning of cinemalism which made him 

shoot a short video after watching which all the questions regarding the novelty of the genre 

will vanish.  

Shooting for people is nonsense. That’s what I learned from Lesha when he phoned me 

something after 1 a.m. asking whether his pictures should be coloured or black and white. The 

artist shoots for himself and it’s the only chance for the work to find its audience. If we take 

cinemalism for instance, it is filled with DeBronhe’s souls and it’s the soul that bewitches 

you, not the plot line or storyboard. DeBronhe’s soul is also in the titles, that usually take one 

third of his film length. It’s not clear whether he is a perfectionist or a maniac, but he was 

preparing the exclusive sample of the Cinemalism #3 Lake of Mars for 34mag for about three 

days. He had to chose the only one right font among thousands and upload the sample to the 

Vimeo according to feng shui. In fact, he’s not rushing to put the new genre on the web. This 

is his strategy – the audience should attend the screenings. So, it’s only 34mag’s channel 

where you can watch a tine bit of it. Watch it and die. 

Alexei says he breathes with music and lives with cinema. He was saving to buy a 

drummachine that now accompanies him at his live performances, for about 5 years. He was 

setting apart his scholarships, no beer with friends. He was looking at the picture in the 

catalogue for five years and when he finally got it, he knew how to play it. The dream of 

shooting his own film was nurtured for 20 years, until he finally made his first short film. 

Lesha is only happy when this two kinds of art blend in one in his audiovisual salad. That’s 

why he sounds over his own and borrowed films on his soviet synthesizers, carefully gathered 

from various Belarusian post-soviet community centers. Look at this completely happy artist 

  

Pearl thoughts by Alexеi De Bronhe 
 

I grew up watching 

blockbusters like Rambo, Robocop. I rewatch 

Revolver every week I guess, once a month is for 

sure. I watched Fight Club 200 times. Not less. 

There was a period when I watched it every day. 

I know the script by heart and each line can be 

used in everyday life.   

 

I’ve got a package upstairs… It contains 

cartoons. I was drawing it since I was eight. 

Together with my brother we had a game – a 

chain of cinemas with the money we also drew by 

ourselves. I “screened” my cartoons and voiced 

them over. And this bastard was pirating! He 

stole and looked at the cartoons before I even 

fully painted them. So he never visited no 

opening night. 

 

Filmmaker is a kind of elite artistic occupation 

that contains the whole mindset. He has to know 

a lot and understand even more. He even doesn’t 

have to shoot. He need and concept, description, 

hermeneutics. I didn’t shoot my film 

“Belarusization”. My brother captured a video 

of a toy train from several angles. And I grasped 

some sense in it. That’s how it appeared… 



and maybe you’ll se he’s streaming myrrh.  

 

The author has to decode his art, this is his aim. And this is the mission of each and every 

artist, because in the beginning you are not able to decode all the symbols by yourself. Your 

semantic stock is just not enough. 

 

Ideally, I’d like to shoot 3D cinema. Arthouse will make a great breakthrough when it 

switches to the 3D technology. Can you imagine this revolution? It will bring the esthetic 

development of the whole mankind. Average people will powerlevel their intelligence 

although at first they will perceive it as an entertainment. 

 

Cinema is my enemy. We all have to follow its formats. Your film ahs to be up to 2 hours, full 

length – about an hour and a half. I don’t give a fuck! The cinemas should be more 

democratic. They should also become indie.  

 

For me the titles are one of the artistic elements in the film. If they are not perfect, it may just 

kill the final of the film. It’s annoying that people don’t watch the titles. I mean, this is the sort 

of respect to all the people that took part in the creation of the film. And it’s also the moment 

of reflection, the means of making the mood, unfold some implication of the film. I always sit 

in the cinema till the end of the subtitles and those dudes switch on the lights. 

 

Hollywood is dead, rotten and is moving mechanically. Hollywood movies are like a 

grapefruit and here we get a banana altogether with the terrific awesome apple full of vitamin 

C. It all is wrapped in a leakfree super package made on the best super equipment, sprayed 

with super oils that make you even more cool – such a super-duper commercial stuff!. 

 

 

 

You may become some nomadic outcasts. That 

how many Europeans act. Corey McAbbey that 

held a master-class there is a living image of me 

in future. He shot his own film “American 

Astronaut”, played a role in it, and the 

soundtrack was created by his band. What’s 

more, he never released it, he’s travelling and 

showing it all around the world for about 10 

years already. I believe Belarusians should do 

the same, travel, screen and tell about our. 

 

When they built the library I wanted to destroy it. 

I hate it from the bottom of my heart, but it’s the 

kind of “hatred-love”. My dream is to blow up 

its basement and let the building roll along the 

avenue up to the church and smashed Lenin’s 

monument. It could be turned into a fantastic 

motion-design by the way... 

 

I’m fully aware that I need at least 10 years more 

to shoot something serious and worthy. 

Alex’s projects: 

Films 

Music 

Film Label Byzond Pictures 



Music label Byzond Records 

Energy 

Grave Board-Clan 

Audiovisual Lives 

If following your dream for 20 years doesn’t mean action for you, than post your “-1” in comments, get 43 “likes” and enjoy your own action of this 

page. Alexei doesn’t care. He’s already in some other galaxy. 
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